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THE MASTER PLANNING PROCESS 
 
How did this project get to this point with poor public representation?  If this was such a great 
process, why did we not hear about it before this late stage?  Why was the Lander community not 
contacted, including the Native Americans and the business people supporting Lander? 
Wyoming State Parks, Historic Sites, and Trails respectfully disagrees that the plan and associated 
projects were done without adequate public notice and representation.  The Master Planning Process 
was advertised in the Lander community and materials have been posted on the State Parks website for 
the duration of the project. There were two public meetings (75 and 60 participants, respectively), an 
online survey that garnered 128 responses, four steering committee meetings, eight focus group 
meetings, and a wrap up call presenting the final Master Plan on Zoom, the recording of which was 
posted for 30 days.  The project website hosting the materials for the planning process has had over 
2,500 unique page views since the project began, with distinct spikes in interest as new sections of the 
plan were posted.   
 
The Steering Committee and Focus Groups consisted of key players in the Lander community including 
representatives from the Fremont County School District, the Chamber of Commerce, NOLS, Wyoming 
Catholic College, and local business owners from the recreation community.  Land managers including 
the Bureau of Land Management, Forest Service, and Wyoming Game and Fish were in attendance. 
Elected officials and tribal representatives from the Eastern Shoshone and Northern Arapaho were 
invited to participate.  All meetings were open to the public.   
 
Materials from these meetings can be found in the Master Plan and on the Sinks Canyon State Park 
website. 
 
How did State Parks and Game and Fish respond to public concerns about the Master Plan and the via 
ferrata? 
On August 30, an informational meeting was held in Lander to present the Sinks Canyon State Park 
Master Plan and to address the process by which the plan was developed.  Ayres Associates, who were 
hired to complete the plan, presented as did District Manager Kyle Bernis.  The via ferrata, an amenity 
proposed in the Master Plan, was addressed as was the project implementation process.  Over 300 
people attended the meeting.  Comments received at the meeting were compiled and can be viewed 
under the documents tab on the project website.  This document addresses the questions posed by the 
audience members at that meeting.  This document is intended to be comprehensive- if you believe 
something is missing, please contact Wyoming State Parks.  Emails and letters received outside of the 
August 30 meeting have also been tracked by Wyoming State Parks but are not represented in the 
document. 
 
Materials relevant to the Master Planning and Project Implementation processes are also available on 
the Wyoming State Parks website. 
 
How is new public feedback going to be considered at this point?   
Wyoming State Parks, Historic Sites, and Trails, along with the Wyoming Game and Fish, is open to 
accepting feedback at any stage in the process. You can contact Park staff from the Sinks Canyon Master 
Planning website.  All feedback will be considered as part of the project implementation process and 
communications, including future public meetings and decisions will be posted on the website and 
announced via press release. 
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What does it take to start another Master Plan meeting addressing via ferrata with indigenous 
representation? 
It is not practical for Wyoming State Parks to start another Master Planning process for Sinks Canyon 
State Park.  However, the conclusion of the Master Planning process does not mean that public input, 
including indigenous representation, will be excluded from consideration.  We welcome anyone 
reaching out to us at any time and value the opinions of our constituents.   
 
Both the Eastern Shoshone and the Northern Arapaho were involved with various stages of the Master 
Planning process. We will work to build relationships and improve our communications with the Tribes 
on this and other projects throughout our system. 
 
 
REGARDING THE VIA FERRATA 
 
Why was the via ferrata proposed? Where did this idea come from? 
Economic Development was brought up repeatedly during the Master Planning Process (2019-2020) and 
was thus incorporated into the Plan.  The via ferrata was proposed by local climbers and business 
owners as a recreation amenity suitable for Sinks Canyon State Park that would drive economic 
development by attracting visitors for a longer stay.  The most popular tourist season in Lander and 
much of Wyoming is the summer. People are unlikely to travel in the winter and for this reason it makes 
the most sense to target visitors during the warmer season and provide experiences that encourage 
them to stay longer and spend more in the Lander Valley. 
 
Once the Master Plan was finalized and approved in October 2020 the Wind River Outdoor Recreation 
Collaborative (WRORC), a group of local recreation stakeholders, land managers, and elected officials, 
adopted it as a project. WRORC established a subcommittee to develop a proposal for State Parks and 
Wyoming Game and Fish to consider. Once the initial concept for the via ferrata was approved by both 
agencies, the WRORC subcommittee worked with State Parks staff to develop a more specific plan for its 
development. 
 
Who is the Wind River Outdoor Recreation Collaborative? 
The Wind River Outdoor Recreation Collaborative is a group of outdoor recreation enthusiasts working 
to promote outdoor recreation in the Wind River Range. More information can be found on their 
Facebook page. The WRORC works with the Office of Outdoor Recreation, which aims to diversify 
Wyoming’s economy by expanding, enhancing, and promoting responsible recreational opportunities 
through collaboration, outreach, and coordination with stakeholders, landowners, private industry, and 
public officials. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/wyWRORC
https://wyooutdoorrecreation.wyo.gov/
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What is the proposed route for the via ferrata? 

 
This graphic from page 28 of the Sinks Canyon State Park Master Plan shows a possible location for the 
via ferrata near the Sawmill District of the Park.   
 

 
This graphic shows the established rock climbing routes on the cliff behind the Sawmill District in Sinks 
Canyon State Park, along with the years the routes were established.   
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This enlargement of the graphic above shows a few of the established rock climbing routes on the cliff 
behind the Sawmill District in Sinks Canyon State Park.  The blue route is the proposed via ferrata route.  
 
Why is this project being prioritized amongst others in the Master Plan? 
The via ferrata was determined to have a high return on investment in terms of economic development 
and low visual impacts.  Very little additional infrastructure will be required for the via ferrata.  
Additionally, there is a strong commitment from volunteers and community supporters to raise money 
for the project and contribute in-kind labor and expertise.  Via ferratas are increasingly popular across 
the country. As these are proposed in Wyoming, it makes the most sense to develop a route where 
climbing and recreation are already concentrated rather than establishing a route in a place that will 
require significant infrastructure improvements. 
 
Why was the proposed route selected? 
The proposed location for the via ferrata was selected by local climbers due to its shady nature in the 
summer. The proposed cliff includes regular linear ledges and other features well suited to a via ferrata.  
Additionally, the entirety of that cliff is within the boundaries of Sinks Canyon State Park, which 
Wyoming State Parks, Historic Sites, and Trails manages for recreation per a Memorandum of 
Agreement with the Wyoming Game and Fish Department. 
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Were alternative locations for the via ferrata considered? Where are the proposed alternate routes?  
Is there another viable location on the shady side that would be less contentious? How about the 
"Buttress"? 
Yes, other alternatives were considered. 

-Locations on the sunny side were less favorable because of the uncomfortable and potentially 
unsafe temperatures.  

-The area near the Rise was excluded as that area already sees substantial use.  
-The buttress is a southwest-facing cliff with uneven rock that would be hot during summer 

days, but could be a viable climbing route. This location was considered less favorable. 
 
Why weren’t they presented at the August 30 meeting?  
The August 30 meeting was to again present the Sinks Canyon State Park Master Plan, of which the via 
ferrata is one component.  We presented the via ferrata as proposed to address public concerns.  Given 
the concerns about temperatures and land ownership boundaries, the other alternatives were not fully 
developed. 
 
Why was a “no-action alternative” excluded from the plan?     
The Sinks Canyon State Park Master Plan is not a National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) 
document, and therefore the format of Alternatives, including a No-Action Alternative, was not 
required.  The Master Plan is intended to be a guiding document, and intentionally focuses on broad 
ideas and not specific or detailed concepts. From Page 5: 
 “Master plans are important as they provide a vision to guide preservation, protection, 
development, and future use within the park. The 1975 Sinks Canyon State Park Development Plan 
(1975 Plan) has guided improvements in the park since its publication…However, many trends and 
visitors demands have changed since 1975. The 2020 plan builds on the improvements completed over 
the last four decades and sets a new course based on public needs and resource limitations.” 
 
If the via ferrata is proposed to be longer in another plan, why not simply move it to where there are 
no nests? 
To the best of our knowledge, there is not another plan. 
 
Is a Fall 2021 timeline still accurate?     
No. State Parks, Historic Sites, and Trails and the Wyoming Game and Fish respect that there are 
concerns about this project and are adjusting the review and implementation timelines accordingly.  At 
this time, we do not have an updated timeline for project review and implementation; as dates for 
public meetings, opportunities to comment, and other milestones arise they will be clearly posted on 
our website and announced via a press release. See the Sinks Canyon State Park Master Planning and 
Project Implementation website here. 
 
Where is the data showing there will be no ecological, geological, or cultural impacts?  Can the state 
agencies share the data used to determine impacts?   
The access trail will be constructed to minimize geomorphic impacts and the route will have no impacts 
to geologic stratigraphy.  Beyond trail construction, which is a minimal impact, no ecological impacts are 
anticipated. Wildlife impacts will be mitigated per Wyoming Game and Fish nesting stipulations. No 
other wildlife impacts are anticipated.  
 
Summaries of the cultural report conducted on the proposed access trail can be found on the project 
website. 

https://wyoparks.wyo.gov/index.php/sinks-canyon-master-plan
https://wyoparks.wyo.gov/index.php/sinks-canyon-master-plan
https://wyoparks.wyo.gov/index.php/sinks-canyon-master-plan
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Who has done the engineering work?  
The via ferrata construction plans will be designed and stamped by a licensed engineer.   
 
How will the concession be advertised, selected, regulated, and run?  What liability insurance will be 
carried by the concessionaire?  Who installs, inspects, and manages the upkeep of the route and 
equipment?  Is there a bond to cover removal of the installation and associated restoration?  What 
provisions for safety would be put in place?  Will the public have an opportunity to provide input on 
concessions RFP? 
Wyoming State Parks, Historic Sites, and Trails will issue a detailed and public Request for Proposals 
(RFP) that clearly outlines the conditions surrounding the via ferrata, including any closure 
requirements, safety and risk management considerations, insurance obligations, equipment 
maintenance, etc.  Only those responses which meet the requirements will be considered, and the 
selected concessionaire will be held to a high standard and asked to meet all demands outlined in the 
contracting process. Experts will be selected to install, inspect, and manage the route and equipment 
and a stringent safety plan, including measures for rescues and other emergency scenarios, will be 
required. Plans for the removal and restoration are not yet written but will address the costs, 
responsibilities, and other considerations.  
 
Would there also be food and drink sold? 
A concessionaire could propose to host other amenities like food service in the Park.  They would be 
considered on a case-by-case basis.  Any such additions would be subject to stipulations outlined by the 
state and local authorities and be carefully outlined in a contract or agreement.  A copy of our 
concession rules is available on the project website. 
 
How can a VF be economically feasible if it will be closed for most of the summer months to protect 
the nesting peregrines within their territory?  What studies showed financial viability for the 
"random" concessionaire to go into business when each season could be held up by nesting closures 
for the majority of the season.  If one season could break the business plan, who would take over the 
management?  
The Game and Fish has stated that the Cliffside route would be closed from March 1-April 30 to allow for 
the free selection of nesting sites. If a nest is selected within ½ of a mile of the via ferrata, a targeted 
closure would be implemented. The peregrine nest would be monitored through the nesting period and 
the closure would lift when young are flying confidently (roughly 2 weeks after fledging) or if the nest is 
unsuccessful.  Monitoring and management would be evaluated annually to determine if additional 
protection measures are required.  It is expected, barring closures for raptors and other wildlife 
considerations determined by the Game and Fish, that the route would be open from May to October.   
 
A concessionaire would have this information available during the development of their business plan 
and would be expected to plan accordingly.  The concessionaire would be responsible for meeting or 
exceeding all requirements for the route closure.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://wyoparks.wyo.gov/index.php/sinks-canyon-master-plan
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Who funds all aspects of the project?  
About $35,000 has been raised to date by local private citizens to purchase the equipment necessary to 
install the via ferrata. An expert via ferrata builder has offered to install the equipment at no cost to the 
agency.  Some funds (about $5,000) have already been expended by State Parks to perform required 
land and cultural surveys. Depending on the final route decision, some infrastructure may be needed in 
the future, such as a restroom or parking area. Other potential route positions may require little to no 
additional infrastructure or associated costs.  
 
How much money is this via ferrata expected to bring in to the community? Has this been discussed?  
What is the economic impact to Lander (both + and - for the project)?  What is the estimated financial 
benefit to the state, the county, the town? 
An official economic impact study has not been completed. However, an estimate prepared from 
comparisons expects there to be a $250,000-$500,000 annual impact in direct spending based on 
estimated revenue at the via ferrata, as well as additional dollars spend on lodging, food, fuel, and 
incidentals in and around the Lander community.  Overnight out-of-state visitors typically spend more 
than $100 per day, per person.   
 
If economic attention doesn't go to the Via Ferrata, will it go to oil and gas? 
This question is difficult to answer as State Parks and Game and Fish have little control on where the 
Lander Community and private investors place their economic attention.  However, State Parks is 
committed to promoting natural and cultural resources as a key part of economic development in 
Wyoming.   
    
 
PROPOSED AMENITIES 
 
How will Wyoming State Parks manage and mitigate increased visitation?  Why is Wyoming State 
Parks encouraging more visitation by adding amenities to the Park?  Are there any metrics for a park 
that is "too full'? 
Recognizing that visitation is increasing at Sinks Canyon State Park, the Master Plan tried to address the 
need for additional facilities. Though it might be counterintuitive, having adequate facilities including 
parking, trails, bathrooms, and camping and gathering spaces, for the crowds visiting the parks can stave 
off resource degradation.  Giving people a place to stop, rest, and do their business promotes authorized 
use of spaces. State Parks does not have a metric for a park being too full but does track visitation trends 
and works to respond appropriately. 
 
How can you minimize the visual impact of proposed amenities, especially as you enter the canyon?   
The view in the canyon is a key feature of Sinks Canyon State Park and we would do our best to site any 
proposed amenities to blend or be complementary to the view.   
 
Is there a signage plan for Sinks Canyon State Park?     
Better signage and wayfinding in the park is a priority outlined in the 2020 Master Plan.  This includes 
signage for the Districts of the Park (Sawmill, the Rise, the Sinks, and Popo Agie), orientation mapping 
(“you are here” maps), trail markers, and more.  See pages 27-30 for some of these broad concepts. The 
Master Plan is intended to be a guiding document, and intentionally focuses on broad ideas and not 
specific or detailed concepts. A detailed signage and wayfinding plan will be developed before new signs 
are installed. 
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Has traffic safety been considered, and was WYDOT consulted?  How will you protect road bikers in 
the canyon proper with increased traffic?     
Given Highway 131 cuts directly through Sinks Canyon State Park, WYDOT will be a key partner in any 
improvements at the Park. The Master Plan is a guiding document, so no specific plans have been 
proposed to WYDOT regarding road bikers or other visitors to the Park though we have had discussions 
about the right-of-way, potential trails, and other improvements with WYDOT’s district engineers. Speed 
limits throughout the Canyon and pedestrian safety have also been discussed and will be addressed 
more specifically as projects arise. 
 
Has the cultural impact to the site been fully considered, with thorough evaluation and involvement 
from the tribe and elders, not just a few individuals?  How are you reaching out to native tribes? How 
many people are you reaching? How do you value their opinion? 
Cultural resource surveys will be critical components of the project implementation process. Wyoming 
State Parks and Wyoming Game and Fish are working to ensure there is thorough evaluation and 
involvement from the public and from Tribes.  Representatives from the Eastern Shoshone and Northern 
Arapaho were involved at various stages of this plan and their feedback, especially on the desire for a 
group camp spot, was incorporated into the Master Plan.   
 
What other economic opportunities or revenue generation activities have been explored by Wyoming 
State Parks?  Can you charge for entry or for parking? If income for the state park is a concern, has a 
visitor or yearly fee been discussed?  Is there an alternative endeavor to bring in more money? 
Camping is currently the only revenue generating activity at Sinks Canyon State Park.  Revenue 
generation is also not the primary consideration of the Park, although it is weighed heavily.  Charging for 
entry is difficult since State Highway 131 cuts through the Park and provides access to other areas, but 
we have considered in the past and will continue to explore fees.     
 
Will the Sunny Side Trail be a mountain bike or road bike trail? 
The Sunny Side Trail is a proposed multi-use trail that would run on the north side of Highway 131.  
While a route has been proposed, additional design, siting, and layout will be conducted in partnership 
with surrounding land owners, local constituents, and partners like WYDOT to ensure the safety and 
rideability of the trail. Proper permitting will be required. 
 
Why weren't shooting sports considered as part of this plan? 
Shooting safely is difficult to within the boundaries of Sinks Canyon State Park since it is a narrow land 
area. While hunting may be allowed with permission of the superintendent, there are likely more 
appropriate areas for amenities like shooting sports, including lands beyond the boundaries of the State 
Park managed by the Bureau of Land Management and the Forest Service.   
 
Current State Park regulations do not allow the discharge of a weapon (including archery equipment) 
within 400 yards of a developed area or trail.  Based on an assessment conducted in 2016, this only 
allows the discharge of a weapon on approximately 14 acres of the Sinks Canyon State Park. 
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WILDLIFE HABITAT MANAGEMENT AND RECREATION AT SINKS CANYON STATE PARK 
 
How can land purchased with conservation dollars funded by hunters and anglers be developed as a 
commercial endeavor for a user group that didn't contribute to these funds? Why (specifically to the 
WY Game and Fish Dept.) did you approve and promote a habitat site that is mandated to protect 
wildlife for the "via ferrata" commercial climbing site?  Why has Game and Fish abandoned their 
mandate?  Why is a wildlife habitat area not managed with wildlife as a priority?  If the land was 
purchased by WG&F for the primary purpose of providing wildlife habitat, how do they justify 
providing access for human recreation? 
 
The Game and Fish Commission acquired the lands (514 acres) making up the Sinks Canyon Wildlife 
Habitat Management Area (WHMA) in 1939 and 1953 for the primary purpose of conserving big game 
winter range.  Outdoor recreation is secondary purpose/use/benefit of WHMAs throughout Wyoming 
and is a compatible use as long as this use does not impact the primary purpose. 
The Sinks Canyon State Park was legislatively established in 1971.  The park is managed by State Parks 
pursuant to a cooperative agreement between the Game and Fish Commission and State Parks (2017).  
A copy of the agreement is available on the project website.  The purpose of the cooperative agreement 
is to authorize the State Parks to develop, operate and maintain the Sinks Canyon State Park, located 
within the Commission’s Sinks Canyon WHMA. 
 
In accordance with the cooperative agreement, State Parks secured approval for the via ferrata from the 
Department in writing.  The Commission reserves the right to limit any activity on the WHMA for the 
welfare of wildlife.  The Commission has the right to restrict or eliminate public use from any part or all 
the premises if deemed necessary to prevent interference with wildlife. 
 
Why were the components of the current Cooperative Agreement with State Parks not 
enforced/considered? 
All aspects of the agreement were considered prior to approving the request from State Parks.  The 
proposed period of use of this activity would be during summer months and would not affect wintering 
wildlife habitat.  Requirements to protect peregrine falcon nesting habitat were also included as part of 
the approval.  No activity will be allowed until after nest site selection has occurred (March 1-April 30) 
and then the closure would lift when young are flying confidently and not reliant on the nest (roughly 2 
weeks post fledging), or if the nest is unsuccessful.  Management will be evaluated annually to 
determine success and if adaptive measures are required. 
 
Commercial activity is specifically allowed under the current Cooperative Agreement. 
 
Why must this more commercial activity be located in a park that is known for its wild beauty and 
restorative peace?   
 
Sinks Canyon State Park, like other State Parks, is managed for recreation.  This commercial activity fits 
in with other activities currently occurring within the park, including camping and lodging rentals, 
feeding fish, touring caves, hiking, and biking.  
 
 
 

https://wyoparks.wyo.gov/index.php/sinks-canyon-master-plan
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How will you support and highlight wildlife viewing and wildlife education? Why haven't the Parks 
and the Game & Fish put effort into advertising Sinks Canyon as a watchable wildlife place?  Birders 
from across the country would bring as much (maybe more) revenue as the via ferrata. 
Wildlife viewing and education have always been incorporated into the State Park.  There are many 
wildlife viewing and wildlife education signs throughout the park.  There have been discussions 
occurring since this project was first proposed on placing additional educational signage directly related 
to peregrine falcons in the canyon as well as a potential peregrine falcon viewing area.  State Parks and 
Game and Fish can explore further promoting the Park as a wildlife viewing area. 
 
Why are G&F employees not allowed to express their professional assessment of the VF or its impact 
on wildlife, and specifically peregrine falcons? 
The Wyoming Game and Fish Department engaged employees to provide professional assessment in 
developing a Department stance on this project.  All employees were given the ability to comment 
internally.  The final Department stance on allowing approval for the via ferrata project considered these 
recommendations.   
 
Does the closure of the via ferrata route mitigate the concerns for negative effects to nesting sites? 
These recommendations have been in place for many other climbing routes in Wyoming and around the 
country for many years and have been shown to be successful.  These recommendations have also been 
utilized in Europe and on similar structures within the United States.  Mitigation recommendations 
(timing and spatial buffers) additionally follow standard methods employed to mitigate other forms of 
disturbance throughout peregrine range.  
 
When can we publish raptor management success due to climbing closures? 
Numerous publications exist showing the success of utilizing spatial and timing buffers for protecting 
raptors, including Peregrine Falcon.  The Department does not typically provide publications for this 
work, but does write many reports for work accomplished.  Peregrine monitoring is reported on 
annually in the Nongame Annual Completion reports available on the Game and Fish website.  However, 
this is typically not limited to discussions on the effect of climbing closures. 

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/Hunting/Job-Completion-Reports

